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Thank you for your Official Information Act request, received on 24 February 2020.  
You requested: 

 
“all official information including the literature review, articles downloaded in the 
course of that review and other documents relating to how the review team 
examined the role of depositor protection drawing on the domestic and 
international experience and drew conclusions from that examination. I also 
asked for a copy of any document that cites the work of Charles Calomiris.”  

 
On 17 March 2020 you agreed to narrow the scope of the request to: 
 

“literature reviews on depositor protection completed by the review team and 
discussions of the implications of the literature for policy in New Zealand” 
 

On 18 March 2020, we extended your request by an additional 10 working days due to 
the quantity of information and consultations required before making a decision on your 
request. 
 
Information being released 

Please find enclosed the following documents: 
 

Item Document Description Decision 

1. Deposit Protection International Survey Released in full 

2. Deposit Protection International literature survey with comments Released in full 

3. DI Summary of moral hazard literature Released in full 

 
Please note the first item has some empty sections as the author did not complete the 
survey of international practices of deposit protection.  
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Please note that this letter (with your personal details removed) and enclosed 
documents may be published on the Treasury website. 
 
This reply addresses the information you requested.  You have the right to ask the 
Ombudsman to investigate and review my decision.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
James Haughton 
Manager, Reserve Bank Act Review 
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RBNZ Act Review: Deposit Protection 
 

International Survey 
 

Why survey? 
 
Overseas norms will not always be well-suited for New Zealand. However, they are the 
result of significant policy effort by the world’s leading authorities. They may also affect 
investors’ acceptance and understanding of domestic policy settings, particularly in 
times of financial distress.  There is, therefore, an argument that we should look to 
align with international standards where it makes sense to do so in the New Zealand 
context. 
 
Survey jurisdictions 
 
1. Australia 
2. UK  
3. Israel  
4. Czech Republic  
5. Norway  
 

6. Malaysia 
7. Canada   
8. Ireland 
9. Hong Kong 
10. Singapore 
 

 
1. Australia 
 
Financial Claims Scheme 
 
Type Guarantee plus depositor preference 
 
Institutions covered Banking institutions incorporated in Australia and 

authorised by APRA that are 
- Australian banks 
- Foreign subsidiary banks  
- Building societies 
- Credit unions 
- Certain other ADIs 

 
Deposits covered 

- $250,000 per account holder (single customer view) per ADI 
(ie, including and across subs operating under the license of 
the parent) 

 
Funding  Initially by government through a standing appropriation, 

recoverable through the liquidation process and, if there’s a 
shortfall, then potentially through bank sector levies 

 
Administration APRA, once activated by the government.  APRA has issued pre-

positioning requirements.  
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Policy rationale  
 

- Primary role is to protect depositors by giving certainty and quick access to 
funds.  

- Depositors are less well‐placed to protect themselves than wholesale depositors 
are. Retail depositors generally have limited capacity to assess the risks 
associated with individual ADIs, and cannot readily diversify their risk across 
ADIs due to the small size of their deposits. 

- To provide depositors certainty over the safety of their deposits (decision was 
accelerated in 2008 given the loss of confidence occurring during the GFC) 

- Depositor preference gave depositors priority claim but did not ensure timely 
access to funds in the event of a failed ADI. 

- As deposit products were considered critical to participation in the economy, 
there was benefit in having formal, targeted, and efficient arrangements to ensure 
timely access to funds. 

- Secondary role is to contribute to financial stability by limiting the propensity 
for a destabilising ‘run’ on deposits, and promoting confidence in the Australian 
banking system more generally 

- The deposits it protects are seen as a critical source of funding for Australia’s 
regional banks, credit unions, and building societies so they can continue make 
loans to households and small business.  It’s therefore seen as vital that the FCS 
is a permanent part of the financial landscape. 

 
Sources 
https://www.fcs.gov.au/which-banking-institutions-are-covered-under-financial-claims-
scheme 
Explanatory memorandum to the 2008 Bill 
Australian Treasury Consultation on FCS, 2011 
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2. United Kingdom 
 
Financial Services Compensation Scheme 
 
Type Guarantee plus preference (implementing 

EU BRRD) 
 
Institutions covered  

- Firms authorised by the FCA and the 
PRA, including authorised non-EEA 
branches and UK-incorporated 
subsidiaries of foreign deposit-takers 

 
Deposits covered 

- £85,000 per person per firm 
- £1 million for temporary high balances 
- £50,000 for investments 

 
Funding Industry levies 
 
Administration FSCS, oversight by PRA 
 
Policy rationale  
 

- While financial institutions should generally be responsible for meeting their own 
liabilities, it is desirable to create a fund of last resort which can be called on to 
protect investors and depositors when an institution can no longer meets those 
liabilities. 

- The provision of compensation to consumers where firms fail to meet their 
liabilities is integral to the protection of investors, depositors and policy-
holders, and plays an important part in promoting confidence in financial 
institutions as well as in the financial system as a whole. The justification for 
establishing compensation schemes is that individual investors, depositors and 
policyholders are not generally in a position to make an informed assessment of 
the risk that the firm to which his or her funds are entrusted may fail. As well as 
providing protection in the last resort for consumers, the existence of 
compensation schemes also helps to reduce the systemic risk that a single 
failure of a financial firm may trigger a wider loss of confidence in the rest of the 
financial sector concerned (e.g. through a run on deposit-taking institutions). 

 
Sources 
 
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/authorisations/financial-
services-compensation-scheme 

House of Commons Library Briefing Paper 04466, 6 April 2010, ‘Financial Services 
Compensation Scheme 
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Changing the priority of claimants: new depositor preference legislation 

The Banks and Building Societies (Depositor Preference and Priorities) Order 2014 
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3. Israel 
 
Scheme 
 
Type No official insurance.  Unofficial implicit government guarantee. 
 Official deposit insurance is in the process of being established. 
 IMF notes that Israeli deposits have always been protected 

despite the absence of a guarantee scheme. 
 
Institutions covered  

-  
 
Deposits covered 

-  
 
Funding  
 
Administration   
 
Policy rationale  
 

- Deposit insurance seen by the Bank of Israel as a required quid pro quo for 
opening up the banking sector to increased competition. 

- Key benefits: 
o Mitigates fallout from a bank’s collapse 
o Encourages competition (public would be more will to deposit with 

smaller banks) 
 
Sources 
 
http://www.boi.org.il/en/NewsAndPublications/PressReleases/Pages/16-06-2015-
ApplicationDepositInsurance.aspx 
 
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/business/in-bid-to-spur-competition-israel-unveils-
easier-rules-for-new-banks-1.6140066 
 
https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/israelis-to-finally-get-state-deposit-insurance-
1.5440908 
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4. Czech Republic 
 
 
Financial Market Guarantee System 
 
Type Insurance 
 
Institutions covered  

- Banks, building societies, credit unions with their registered 
offices in the Czech Republic and branches of banks with 
registered offices outside the EU. 

 
Deposits covered 

- EUR 100,000 per depositor per institution 
- EUR 200,000 for temporary deposits from, eg, inheritance, 

property sales, etc. 
 
Funding Banks make ex-ante contributions to the Deposit Insurance 

Fund.   
 
Administration   
 
Policy rationale  
 
- To ensure that any termination of a credit institution’s activity has a minimal 

impact, especially on small clients, deposits are insured under a deposit guarantee 
scheme governed by the Act on Banks (pdf, 652 kB).  

- Deposit insurance serves two main functions: a preventive function (by reducing 
the risk of a run on credit institutions if negative information about a credit 
institution’s financial situation, whether true or false, spreads) and a compensatory 
function for depositors. 

- Preference not considered because Czech sees preference being primarily 
relevant to bail-in, not supporting deposit insurance, and they are not yet sold on 
bail-in. 
 

 
 
Sources 
 
https://www.cnb.cz/en/faq/how_bank_deposits_are_insured.html 
 
https://www.cnb.cz/en/supervision_financial_market/conduct_of_supervision/position_o
f_supervision/credit_institutions/deposit_ins.html 
 
https://www.garancnisystem.cz/about-the-guarantee-system/ 
 

http://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/c_110909q.pdf (2014) 
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5. Norway 

 
Norwegian Banks’ Guarantee Fund 
 
Type Insurance 
 
Institutions covered  
 Mandatory for all banks registered in Norway.  Institutions in 

other EEA states can also apply to join. 
 
Deposits covered 

- 2 million kroner (250,000 Euro) per depositor per bank 
- Unlimited for temporary life event deposits 

 
Funding Member banks make ex-ante contributions 
 
Administration  The Norwegian Banks’ Guarantee Fund 
 
Policy rationale  
 
A strong deposit guarantee scheme protects depositors, and contributes to confidence 
in the banking system. 
 
Depositor preference under consideration (per BRRD)? 
 
 
Sources 
 
https://www.regjeringen.no/en/aktuelt/new-rules-on-deposit-guarantee-schemes-and-
bank-recovery-and-resolution/id2558196/ 
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6. Malaysia 
 
Perbadanan Insurans Deposit Malaysia (PIDM) 
 
Type Insurance plus preference 
 
Institutions covered All banks 
  
 
Deposits covered Up to RM250,000 per depositor per bank 
 
Funding Banks make ex-ante contributions 
 
Administration  PIDM 
 
Policy rationale  
 
“The deposit insurance system also aims to enhance the consumer protection 
framework and promote financial system stability.” 
 
“The system will further strengthen the consumer protection infrastructure and 
represents another significant step forward in the ongoing development on the 
Malaysian financial system. The deposit insurance system will strengthen incentives for 
financial institutions to adopt sound financial and business practices and enhance 
public confidence in the financial system by providing explicit protection of deposits.” 
 
Sources 
 
http://www.pidm.gov.my/ 
 
https://www1.uob.com.my/islamic/personal/deposits-pidm-deposit-insurance.page 
 
https://kevindavis.com.au/secondpages/workinprogress/Asian%20Banking%20Deposit
or%20Preference%20and%20Deposit%20Insurance.pdf 
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7. Canada 
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BRRD 
 
After first ensuring a targeted increase of the coverage level of DGS to reassure 
depositors, the Commission proposed in July 2010 a comprehensive review of the 
DGS Directive aimed at harmonising and simplifying the Directive in order to improve 
protection of deposits, maintain depositor confidence, and strengthen the safety net. 
The new funding requirements for schemes will ensure that DGS will be able to fulfil 
their obligations towards depositors, and faster access to deposits after a bank failure 
will stabilise the confidence of depositors and ensure financial stability. 
 
Will Deposit Guarantee Schemes have enough funds in place to ensure the safety of 
depositors' money? 
 
There were shortcomings in certain countries the past. Even though it would 
economically not be feasible to provide DGS with an amount of money equivalent to all 
deposits, a new improvement ensure that banks will have to pay in to the schemes on 
a regular basis (ex ante), and not only after a bank failure (ex post).  
 
In principle, the target level for ex ante funds of DGS is 0.8% of their covered deposits 
(i.e. about € 55 billion) to be reached within 10 years. In exceptional circumstances,( 
i.e. if the DGS has made cumulative disbursements in excess of 0.8% of covered 
deposits), Member States may extend the initial period of time for a maximum of 4 
years.  
 
In addition to ex ante contributions, if necessary, banks will have to pay additional (ex 
post) contributions to a certain extent, which will be limited in order to avoid pro-
cyclicality and worsening financial situation of healthy banks. If this is still insufficient, 
DGS could borrow from each other up to a certain limit (on a voluntary basis) or – as a 
last resort – use additional funding sources, such as loans from public or private third 
parties (alternative funding arrangements).  
 
The new financing requirements ensure that schemes have enough funds in place to 
deal with small and medium-size bank failures. Large banks will be subject to 
resolution according the Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD). 
Sources 
 
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-14-296_en.htm 
 
 
 
Second, the overall effect on funding costs of banks is not straightforward, given the 
potential offset provided by cheaper deposit funding. Currently, more than half of the 
G20 countries already have depositor preference, among them the US, with no 
appreciable cost difference to banking systems without depositor preference. 
Furthermore, deposit preference can in principle reduce the probability of default of 
financial institutions. Depositor preference could further strengthen the incentives of 
unsecured creditors to exercise more effective discipline over banks’ risk-taking. This 
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implies that while the loss given default for senior unsecured creditors increases as a 
result of depositor preference, the probability of default is likely to decrease. Also, as I 
argued before, lowering the risk of bank runs also reduces the future probability of 
default. 
http://www.proxy.zentral-bank.eu/press/key/date/2013/html/sp130523.en.html 
 
 
Ireland update: 
https://home.kpmg.com/ie/en/home/insights/2018/01/brrd-2-takes-shape.html 
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This note summarises selected international writing on deposit insurance and (in a later 
section) a more limited set of studies that focus on the creditor ranking and depositor 
preference. 
 
Some key points are as follows: 

• Deposit insurance is usually justified as a way of avoiding self-fulfilling bank 
runs, and/or in order to protect small depositors. 

• Deposit insurance schemes need to be comprehensive (e.g. even cover 
wholesale debt) in order to stop all runs. But the more comprehensive they are, 
the more market discipline is weakened (increasing moral hazard). 

• This makes strong prudential regulation and supervision an important 
complement to explicit deposit insurance. 

• Historically, deposit insurance has been introduced in weak prudential 
environments and this has led to large and costly crises. Introducing deposit 
insurance in a weak institutional environment can be a way of growing the 
financial sector quickly (and in developing countries especially, it is not always 
easy to strengthen institutions). 

• It is uncommon for depositors to take losses even when banks fail and there is 
no explicit insurance prior to the crisis. Governments have often issued blanket 
guarantees at the height of the crisis to avoid panic. 

• International norms are for retail deposit insurance complemented by depositor 
preference, TLAC requirements, and an effective bail in regime. This makes 
offering deposit insurance much less risky. If new bail-in regimes become 
credible (they are quite untested to date) this offers a way to maintain market 
discipline while protecting small depositors. 

 
 
Deposit Insurance – a literature summary and theoretical underpinnings  
 
A search for ‘literature review’ on Deposit Insurance (Google scholar) only turned up 
one: Frolov (2004). Fortunately it was pretty good and is summarised below as an 
introduction to this paper. 
 
http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.200.6383&rep=rep1&type=p
df 
 
Frolov summarises the Diamond-Dybvig model (individual depositors require liquidity 
on demand, but this sort of contract creates the risk of bank runs, which can be 
irrational and lead to substantial societal costs). One solution to the risk of bank runs is 
deposit insurance. A lender of last resort function can mitigate run-risk but not eliminate 
it unless the central bank is prepared to take significant credit risk (if the bank is 
troubled, and many depositors are running, the central bank may need to lend on weak 
collateral in order for the bank to borrow enough cash to repay depositors).  
 
Deposit insurance is the ‘dominant’ solution to run-risk globally. The key 
question/challenge explored in the literature is how it should be structured so it is 
stabilizing without creating perverse (moral-hazard) incentives. 
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The objectives of the ‘financial safety net’ (which usually includes deposit insurance 
alongside regulation, LLR, and possibly depositor preference) are usually  
-financial stability (Frolov conflates this with ‘run prevention’, which is perhaps 
questionable) and  
-the protection of small depositors. 
 
Deposit insurance is the only policy that can reliably prevent runs. If you want to be 
sure the policy will prevent runs, you need generous protection. But this creates moral 
hazard problems. In practice, many DI schemes look more focused on protecting small 
depositors. They don’t try to prevent very large corporate deposit or wholesale funding 
runs. 
 
Costs of (wholesale) runs can be mitigated by resolving banks promptly (before losses 
accumulate) (page 15), and by giving banks the right incentives (e.g. significant 
franchise value). 
 
Limited DI schemes may be an optimal response to the fact Governments will end up 
supporting banks in a crisis if the alternative is small depositors losing money (page 16 
– cites Calomiris (1999)). 
 
(Comment – this design, not seeking to  avoid wholesale runs, seems to be consistent 
with the modern perspective –prefer depositors and have limited insurance, then 
reduce risk of costly bank failure via bank regulation (capital and TLAC requirements) 
and prompt resolution). 
 
Explicit CBA of DI rarely attempted, but see Frydl and Quintyn (2000). FSF (2001) aims 
to create a framework to identify national objectives and special national factors 
relevant to scheme design. Where political agenda can override economic policy, hard 
to design stable/sound scheme. Where legal/supervisory environment weak, DI can 
increase risk of crises (Demirguc-Kunt and Kane (2002)). 
 
The FSF view on DI implementation: objectives and ‘situational analysis’  
 
The FSF (2001) produced a useful set of recommendations on factors to consider 
when thinking about implementing deposit insurance. They recommend beginning with 
consideration of objectives (their statement of objectives is similar to Frolov’s – 
overlapping ‘reduction of run risk’ and ‘protection of small depositors’). 
 
Having considered objectives, they make a long list of ‘conditions and factors’ that 
should be taken into consideration before proceeding to scheme design.  

• Is the macroeconomic environment stable? 
• Are existing deposit taking institutions stable and well run? 
• Is the banking system concentrated (making it harder to accumulate sufficient 

levies to cover the largest banks) 
• Does the public appear to consider banks ‘guaranteed’ even if they are not? 
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• Does the legal environment allow for enforcement of property rights, and 
prompt and effective action by regulators when banks are troubled? 

• Is prudential regulation and supervision strong (so that only viable banks can 
operate, with regular and thorough examinations) 

• Do accounting rules and practice ensure accurate assessment of non 
performing loans, appropriate provisioning for loan losses, off balance sheet 
exposures, and thus a reliable view of bank capital and profitability? 

 
The FSF suggest plans to remedy deficiencies in any of these areas should be in place 
(or at least progressed in tandem) alongside the introduction of a DI scheme. 
 
Post GFC: would this list be altered? 
 
The 2001 “Guidance for developing effective deposit insurance” has evolved into the 
IADI/FSBs “core principles” for deposit insurance. This is designed to evaluate existing 
schemes rather than consider introduction of a scheme (probably since most countries 
now have schemes).  
 
However, one policy step which has been taken in many countries post-GFC is to 
introduce depositor preference (a change in the creditor ranking to prefer deposits) and 
impose minimum levels of funding that are freely and easily able to bear losses – 
(sometimes called TLAC). A core purpose of these changes appears to be to address 
the ‘too-big-to-fail’ problem, and make it possible (and easy) to bail-in that loss-
absorbing debt to stabilise a troubled bank, rather than be forced into a bail-out in order 
to protect depositors.  This should sharply reduce expected losses from deposit 
insurance and also lead to more effective market discipline (monitoring by financially 
sophisticated wholesale debt holders).  
 
Thus a modern list of the situational factors for deposit insurance might include banks 
with a broader loss-absorbing cushion (and appropriate monitoring/disclosure), and/or 
effective market discipline from financially sophisticated creditors. 
 
Many regulators overseas have worked to make bail-in a realistic approach to 
resolution, and some writers have argued bail-in debt is (dollar for dollar, and at the 
margin rather than as a total replacement) superior to equity because it is hard to take 
corrective action against banks that are thinly capitalised but technically solvent 
(McAndrews et al (2014)). However bail-in is quite untested and some pitfalls are 
already evident (see 3982824 – potential future section of this paper). For example, 
bail-in may impose losses in undesirable places (e.g. if households or pension funds 
hold bail-in debt). The Government probably can’t credibly commit to not bail in 
(although in some new regimes (e.g. the UK) there are now specific criteria that must 
be satisfied before bailing a bank out), so deposit insurance alone doesn’t eliminate the 
implicit guarantee. 
 
 
Sceptical views on deposit insurance 
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Calomiris (1999) is one of a range of authors who have emphasised that deposit 
insurance can be destabilising if poorly designed or missing some of the preconditions 
described above. He, and some of the other authors cited below, are not convinced 
that Government backstopped insurance is generally a net benefit. However Calomiris 
(1999) accepts that it does not appear credible for the Government to commit “not to 
intervene to support troubled banks”, and suggests it may be better to have a pre-
designed safety net rather than hastily erected crisis support. He emphasises market 
discipline (requirements for debt that is junior to insured deposits) as the most effective 
way of limiting the moral hazard consquences of insurance. He notes this echoes 
1980s policy work on similar policy proposals – from the standpoint of today it is also 
consistent with the recent depositor preference/ TLAC reforms. 
 
Calomiris also considers the credibility of a regime relying on loss-absorbing debt junior 
to depositors and design details that could make it more credible. The risks he cited 
(noting this article is 20 years old) : subordinated debt may be difficult to issue, and 
could be sold to related parties (e.g. key customers of the bank). Also, the Government 
may choose to bailout the debt holders in a crisis (to avoid a collapse in lending during 
the recession). Some of the solutions: 

• He suggests selling debt offshore will make it easier to bail in and avoid the risk 
of holders being customers/related parties.1 

• To avoid a collapse in credit during a downturn, he prefers the Government to 
recapitalise banks (via preferred stock, as purchased by the US Government 
during the GFC) rather than relaxing TLAC requirements or guaranteeing TLAC 
holders. 
 

Calomiris and Jaremski (2016) and Calomiris and Haber (2014) note that deposit 
insurance can be used to grow a financial sector far beyond what might be possible 
otherwise. For example, in a weak legal environment market discipline will constrain 
the size of the financial sector – banks won’t be able to issue capital, and this will make 
depositors leery. Politicians may prefer to see the financial sector much larger than this 
‘market equilibrium’ and lending to preferred sectors: levels of trust are not high enough 
for this to be achieved in a free market, but with a deposit guarantee it is achievable. 
The authors suggest this is why attempts to bolster deposit insurance with design 
features that support market discipline have been inadequate to date: internationally, 
the “political bargain” that leads to deposit insurance has sometimes been designed to 
create a larger financial sector rather than a safer one. 
 
There is empirical evidence that deposit insurance can increase crisis risks, particularly 
when it is introduced in an institutionally weak environment (see the discussion in Kane 
and Demirguc-Kunt (2001)). A cross country study by Demirgüç-Kunt and Huizinga 
(2000) suggests market discipline (risk-return relationships in the interest rates offered 
by different banks) declines when deposit insurance is introduced, particularly when the 
scheme is very generous. Overall, Kane and Demirguc-Kunt conclude in a similar but 

                                                
1 Some commentators note foreign creditors may be unwilling to advance further funds after being bailed in – this would 

make it necessary to run current account surpluses for a time. However this is feasible in a floating exchange rate 
regime (see e.g. Hargreaves and Watson ) and still probably preferable to imposing large losses on domestic 
creditors. 
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slightly stronger way than the FSF – suggesting that contracting/supervisory 
deficiencies should be remedied before deposit insurance is introduced. 
 
As well as emphasising market discipline from uninsured creditors, in various papers 
Kane, Calomiris and others have suggested that additional discipline can be achieved 
through private (bank) funding of any deposit insurance scheme. Historical studies of 
eras where private insurers monitored banks (without a central bank backstop) suggest 
the system was effective. Kane and Demirguc-Kunt suggest funding DI payouts by ex-
post levies on surviving institutions would encourage banks to discipline each other 
prior to any crisis. 
  
 
Actual Crisis behaviour and losses 
 
Demirguc-Kunt, Kane and Laeven (2014) maintain a database of deposit insurance 
features around the world (this is likely to be useful in any more detailed design work). 
The database shows that guarantees were extended in ad-hoc ways in many countries 
during the GFC. More generally, historical crises have often led governments to 
declare guarantees that go far beyond deposits and cover most or all liabilities of 
banks. 
 
Laeven and Valencia (2012) is a database of financial crises and fiscal costs. It 
includes details of deposit insurance and any ad-hoc extensions or guarantees issued 
during the crisis. Annex tables (A2 and A3) provide details on the nature of the fiscal 
costs and policy responses. 
 
Laeven and Valencia do not measure haircuts or losses applied to wholesale creditors 
but they do note instances when depositors take losses. In general, if losses are 
imposed on depositors, losses are likely to have also been applied to wholesale 
creditors. The only cases in their GFC dataset where depositors took losses was 
Iceland (Cyprus happened later). In most countries, depositors did not take losses, and 
I understand that wholesale creditors of deposit taking institutions were also repaid 
except in some very small or idiosyncratic cases2.  
 
Fiscal costs of bank resolution have been huge in some cases (Iceland and Ireland are 
listed as 24% and 41% of GDP respectively). The nature of the rescues means that 
these costs have not been explicit payments by the deposit fund in most cases (see 
table A2). This reflects the ad-hoc guarantees and bail-outs undertaken in most 
countries in preference to bail-in and insurance payouts.  
 
Losses of deposit insurance funds may not be strictly fiscal. For example, looking at US 
data, the FDIC’s losses caused their fund to fall from around 1.3% of GDP to around -
0.4% To avoid asking for Government support of the FDIC fund the FDIC levied 3 
years of deposit insurance premiums in advance to bring their fund back to around 
zero. The losses to the FDIC fund were also minimised by bailing out larger deposit 
                                                
2 E.g. in the US, Washington Mutual’s parent company was allowed to fail, so bondholders took losses. Lehman had no 

insured deposits.See also Claessens et al (2011). 
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takers in difficulty rather than closing them in an FDIC resolution. The US spent around 
3.6% of GDP (gross) recapitalising banks (Laeven and Valencia). 
 
In the GFC, while some countries issued comprehensive guarantees of wholesale 
liabilities (e.g. Ireland) and this put pressure on other countries to issue guarantees of 
their own, many countries (NZ, Australia, US) confined their wholesale debt guarantees 
to newly issued debt and charged significant fees for guarantee coverage. This 
probably preserved the option of a bail-in of existing debt if conditions deteriorated 
further.  For example, suppose things got much worse over the following 3 months after 
the Government began guaranteeing new wholesale debt issues. If a bank was then 
resolved, it would be impossible to impose losses on all holders of subordinated debt or 
unguaranteed wholesale debt (term debt which had been issued prior to the guarantee 
and had not yet matured). 
 
Claessens et al (2011) note the more limited guarantees generally extended during the 
GFC period compared to the past crises. It is interesting to consider why why/how this 
might have been achieved during the GFC more than in the past. The costs and 
subsequent criticism of the Irish comprehensive guarantee (see e.g. here) should 
discourage similar actions in the future.  But more generally, what sort of depositor 
protection would be optimal in encouraging Governments to use bail-in regimes during 
a crisis (or at least preserve the option of doing so) by not issuing blanket guarantees?  
 
 
Depositor Preference 
 
The most relevant links turned up on a google scholar search for depositor preference 
since 2010 are Hardy (2013), and two Australian papers by Turner and Davis (see 
below).  
 
Turner (2011) describes how depositor’s claims on a failed institution are explicitly 
made senior to other unsecured creditors in Australia: so-called ‘depositor preference’. 
This is legislated in the banking act. Prudential requirements also force ADIs to have 
sufficient assets in Australia to meet their Australian deposit liabilities. 
 
Turner notes that depositor preference was quite uncommon at the time he was writing 
(5 G20 countries).  
 
However, Davis (2015) demonstrates that shortly thereafter it became much more 
common, as it was gradually implemented across Europe as part of the Bank resolution 
and recovery Directive (BRRD) and also recommended outside Europe in several 
FSAPs. 14 of the G20 had depositor preference by that time. Davis notes that under 
reasonable assumptions based on Australian bank balance sheet structure, depositor 
preference dramatically reduce the ‘fair value’ of the additional protection provided by 
insurance, to near zero. He suggests that this means ex-ante funding of deposit 
insurance is not necessary (however this is not a conventional view). Davis suggests 
any ex-ante funding that is imposed should instead be for a ‘resolution fund’, as 
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recommended in the EU, which would be used to support systemically important 
institutions rather than explicitly protect depositors (see Hupkes 2011). 
 
Hardy (2013) is a modelling exercise demonstrating that depositor preference may 
reduce the costs of negotiating conflicts in resolution: a far smaller number of 
unsecured creditors end up negotiating over the proceeds of the resolution once 
depositors have been paid. Hardy notes that encumbered assets (e.g. repo) also have 
this effect, and notes in passing that it is strange that statistics about encumberance or 
collateralised funding are not more readily available. A literature review earlier in the 
paper discusses a number of 1990s papers analysing the US depositor preference 
experience (the studies do not find a measurable reduction in crisis resolution costs).  
 
Hardy also looks at theoretical arguments on the usefulness of depositor preference. 
Depositor preference reduces the risk that problems at one bank will cause depositors 
to run across the system, since they are insulated by unsecured wholesale debt (UK 
Treasury, 2012). Reading arguments against preference from the FSB (2011) and 
Kaufman (1997), Hardy summarises as: “A common response is that depositor 
preference will either be undone by other creditors obtaining collateral and 
securitization, or result in a large increase in the cost of non-secured financing, 
which will undermine stability”. 
 
The Vickers report concluded that the increase in funding costs from depositor 
preference would actually be quite small, and suggests it is an appropriate 
compensation for risk rather than a cost. 
 
Danisewicz et al (2018) study whether introduction of depositor preference in the US 
(which was staggered in a ‘natural experiment’ because of state level legislation) 
increased monitoring by non-deposit creditors and conclude that it did. This is an 
important component of the argument for depositor preference – that the remaining 
non-preferred creditors will be incentivised to become more effective monitors. 
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Annex: Annotated references –not for publication 
 
 
http://kevindavis.com.au/secondpages/workinprogress/2015-04-30-
Depositor%20Preference%20and%20Deposit%20Insurance.pdf 
 
Kevin Davis: some interesting practical work on valuing guarantees. Demonstrates G20 
trend to introducing depositor preference since the GFC 
 
 
https://www.rba.gov.au/publications/bulletin/2011/dec/pdf/bu-1211-5.pdf 
 
RBA factual summary from 2011. Some interesting quotes below. Note that the cross 
country analysis is quite dated (see Davis paper above). 
 
While the existence of the FCS means depositors’ funds are guaranteed up to the FCS cap, deposits 
above the cap in Australian ADIs also benefit from depositor preference. This means that Australian 
depositors have a priority claim on the assets of a failed ADI ahead of other unsecured creditors, after the 
Government has been reimbursed for any amounts paid under, and expenses incurred in relation to, the 
FCS. Section 13A of the Banking Act 1959 states that if an Australian ADI is wound up, all of its assets in 
Australia are first made available to APRA (on behalf of the Government) to recover amounts paid out to 
depositors under the FCS, and then any other debts owed to APRA in relation to expenses incurred in 
operating the FCS. Thereafter, the failed ADI’s remaining assets in Australia must be used to repay any 
deposits in Australia above the FCS cap before they can be used to repay other unsecured creditors. To 
further support depositors’ interests, ADIs are required to hold sufficient assets in Australia at all times to 
meet their Australian deposit liabilities. 
 
 
Australia is one of a minority of countries that have depositor preference, with most countries instead 
relying solely on deposit insurance. Other countries that have depositor preference include Argentina, 
China, Malaysia, Russia and the United States. In some other jurisdictions, depositor preference exists but 
only applies to insured deposits, including Chile, Hong Kong SAR and Switzerland. In addition, the 
introduction of preference for insured deposits was included in the recent recommendations of the UK 
Independent Commission on Banking (2011). Providing preference to insured deposits is primarily aimed 
at improving the recoveries of the deposit insurance scheme rather than protecting… 
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FT article: 

Germany backs depositor preference in bank bail-
in plans  
Alex Barker in Brussels 
May 14, 2013  
Print this page  

Europe moved closer to favouring big uninsured depositors over bondholders when imposing losses 
on a failing bank’s creditors, despite UK-led warnings that the special treatment would have a 
“perverse effect” on bank funding. 

In a pivotal intervention during an EU finance ministers’ meeting, Wolfgang Schäuble, Germany’s 
finance minister, gave conditional backing for a “depositor preference” compromise, so uninsured 
deposits are only hit as a last resort. 

His qualified support increases the likelihood that deposits in Europe will be made safer than bonds – 
a move demanded by the European Central Bank to prevent bank runs following the botched Cyprus 
bailout. 

Reforms to bail-in bank creditors rather than tap taxpayers have been in gestation for almost four 
years, but finance ministers remain divided over key details, including timing and the flexibility given 
to national resolution authorities.  

Several countries, including Britain and Denmark, are opposed to preference for deposits of more 
than €100,000, arguing it will raise bank funding costs and reduce incentives to buy bonds. France 
and Spain, meanwhile, prefer forms of exemptions for depositors. 

“You don’t want to have to bail-in uninsured depositors, we have to be careful we do not create 
perverse incentives,” said George Osborne, UK chancellor.  

Citing the example of Cyprus, he added: “Quite a lot of the depositors were Russian shell companies. 
Do we really want to protect them over the Cypriot pension funds that have gone and bought bank 
debt?” 

While Mr Schäuble still prefers treating all creditors equally and still harbours reservations over the 
interaction of depositor preference with insolvency law, diplomats said his openness to a compromise 
could tip the debate.  

FT Series  
European banking union 

 
The EU’s banking union plans seek to place eurozone banks under the overarching supervision of 
the ECB 

Ministers are pushing for a deal by June, in a highly complex negotiation that could result in relatively 
broad discretion being given to countries to bail-in creditors according to the circumstances of the 
crisis. 
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“This could be a mess,” said one diplomat involved. “I can imagine you’d have depositor preference, 
with an option to ignore it if you have to.” Critics think legal uncertainty over the bail-in pecking order 
will prolong the chill in bank funding markets and raise costs. 

However, a European Commission study found the downsides to depositor preference were 
overstated given the financial stability benefits. Michel Barnier, the EU commissioner responsible for 
financial services, said: “Fears of a drastic increase in funding costs are not, in fact, well founded.” 

A call by Germany, the Netherlands and the ECB to bring forward the bail-in rules from 2018 to 2015 
secured only minority support. While supporters say the bail-in tools are an essential foil to the ECB 
as single bank supervisor, economically troubled eurozone countries fear it will spook investors. 

Pierre Moscovici, France’s finance minister, said: “I think there is fairly broad consensus for 
implementation in 2018. These are major changes and they cannot be rushed.” 

Britain is also facing pressure to establish a standalone resolution fund, worth €9bn or more, which 
Mr Osborne described as “totally useless” for countries with big banking sectors. 

“The size of the fund that would be required to deal with one of our banks would take decades to 
build up, even if you could reach that sort of scale,” he said. 

 

UK preference introduction commentary 

http://brownrudnick.com/alert/alert-changing-the-priority-of-claimants-new-depositor-
preference-legislation/ 

 

Study showing introduction of DP changed monitoring and interest rates 

https://blogs.harvard.edu/bankruptcyroundtable/tag/depositor-preference/ 

By Piotr Danisewicz (University of Bristol), Danny McGowan (University of 
Nottingham), Enrico Onali (Aston University; University of Wales System – 
Bangor University), and Klaus Schaeck (University of Bristol). 

This article explores how changes in debt priority structure affect banks’ funding 
costs and soundness. We exploit the staggered introduction of depositor 
preference laws across 15 U.S. states between 1983 and 1993 which confer 
priority to deposit claims in case of bank liquidation. The laws are exogenous with 
respect to the outcomes of interest and apply to state-chartered banks but not 
to nationally-chartered banks, allowing us to isolate causality using difference-
in-difference methods. 

We document changes in monitoring intensity by various creditors depending on 
whether creditors move up or down the priority ladder. Enactment of depositor 
preference reduces deposit interest rates, consistent with the fact that deposit 
claims are protected in case of bankruptcy thereby reducing depositors’ 
monitoring incentives. However, non-deposit interest rates increase as these 
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creditors are exposed to greater losses in bankruptcy which leads them to more 
intensively monitor banks’ conditions. 

Subordinating non-depositor claims also reduces banks’ risk-taking and leverage, 
consistent with market discipline. For example, non-depositors who receive 
negative signals about project returns may refuse to roll over funds which 
motivates banks to improve soundness to maintain access to key funding sources 
such as Fed Funds. 

These insights highlight a role for debt priority structure in the regulatory 
framework, and support recent innovations in banking regulation that reallocate 
monitoring incentives towards non-depositors. 

The full paper can be found here. 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2550866&download=yes 

Banco Popular 

https://www.economist.com/finance-and-economics/2017/06/10/banco-
popular-fails-and-is-bought-by-santander 

https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2017-06-14/here-s-what-the-banco-
popular-post-mortem-shows 
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some NBER papers of interest 
 
http://www.nber.org/papers/w8493.pdf 
 

Deposit Insurance Around the Globe: 
Where Does it Work? 

Edward J. Kane, Asli Demirguc-Kunt 
NBER Working Paper No. 8493 

Issued in September 2001 
NBER Program(s):Corporate Finance  

Explicit deposit insurance has been spreading rapidly in recent years, even to countries 
with low levels of financial and institutional development. Economic theory indicates 
that deposit-insurance design features interact--for good or ill--with country-specific 
elements of the financial and governmental contracting environment. This paper 
documents the extent of cross-country differences in deposit-insurance design and 
reviews empirical evidence on how particular design features affect private market 
discipline, banking stability, financial development, and the effectiveness of crisis 
resolution. This evidence challenges the wisdom of encouraging countries to adopt 
explicit deposit insurance without first stopping to assess and remedy weaknesses in 
their informational and supervisory environments. 
 
Notes: 
Can boost risks 
Retard market discipline 
Retard non-bank finance 
Stops runs if introduced in crisis, but hard to then credibly commit to roll back 
 
Section 5 
Don’t introduce without a strong prudential regime 
 
Design suggestions (quote) 

 Credibly low coverage limits per account 
 Narrow coverage (e.g., excluding interbank deposits) 
 Coinsurance (and alternative private loss-sharing arrangements such as 

subordinated 
debt and extended stockholder liability) 

 Compulsory membership 
 Ex-post funding 
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 Targeting surviving banks to cover losses (although taxpayers may be asked 
to assist 
banks in a truly systemic crisis) 

 Private-public joint management 
 
Aims to give other banks and uninsured creditors incentives to monitor the regulator. 
 
 

Deposit Insurance Database 
Asli Demirgüç-Kunt, Edward J. Kane, Luc Laeven 

NBER Working Paper No. 20278 
Issued in July 2014 

NBER Program(s):Corporate Finance  

This paper provides a comprehensive, global database of deposit insurance 
arrangements as of 2013. We extend our earlier dataset by including recent adopters 
of deposit insurance and information on the use of government guarantees on banks' 
assets and liabilities, including during the recent global financial crisis. We also create 
a Safety Net Index capturing the generosity of the deposit insurance scheme and 
government guarantees on banks' balance sheets. The data show that deposit 
insurance has become more widespread and more extensive in coverage since the 
global financial crisis, which also triggered a temporary increase in the government 
protection of non-deposit liabilities and bank assets. In most cases, these guarantees 
have since been formally removed but coverage of deposit insurance remains above 
pre-crisis levels, raising concerns about implicit coverage and moral hazard going 
forward. 
 
 
Downloadable XLS database. 
 
Documents growth in deposit insurance discussed by Calomaris/Jaremski 
 
We follow Demirgüç-Kunt, Kane, and Laeven (2006) in arguing that a country may be 
assumed to offer implicit deposit insurance, given the strength of governmental 
pressures to provide relief in the event of a widespread banking insolvency, unless the 
country has passed formal legislation or regulation outlining explicit deposit coverage. 
Indeed, implicit coverage always exists,regardless of the level of explicit coverage. 
 
(…but… - extract from conclusion) 
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This analysis suggests that deposit insurance arrangements were largely effective in 
preventing large-scale depositor runs, but have never correctly priced risk. This 
underpricing of deposit insurance is at least as likely to encourage potentially ruinous 
risk taking by banks in the future as it has in the past. The expansion of the safety net 
during the crisis intensifies questions about the ability of countries to honor their 
obligations and about moral hazard going forward. 
A gradual move to bail-in policies of uninsured depositors and debtholders would help 
ensure that governments are able to honor payments out of generous DIS, though 
contagion concerns, too big to fail considerations, and other political economy 
constraints may get in the way of efforts to bail in such creditors during a systemic 
crisis. 
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Deposit Insurance: Theories and 
Facts 

Charles W. Calomiris, Matthew Jaremski 
NBER Working Paper No. 22223 

Issued in May 2016 
NBER Program(s):Corporate Finance, Development of the American Economy  

Economic theories posit that bank liability insurance is designed as serving 
the public interest by mitigating systemic risk in the banking system through 
liquidity risk reduction. Political theories see liability insurance as serving 
the private interests of banks, bank borrowers, and depositors, potentially at 
the expense of the public interest. Empirical evidence – both historical and 
contemporary – supports the private-interest approach as liability insurance 
generally has been associated with increases, rather than decreases, in 
systemic risk. Exceptions to this rule are rare, and reflect design features that 
prevent moral hazard and adverse selection. Prudential regulation of insured 
banks has generally not been a very effective tool in limiting the systemic 
risk increases associated with liability insurance. This likely reflects 
purposeful failures in regulation; if liability insurance is motivated by private 
interests, then there would be little point to removing the subsidies it creates 
through strict regulation. That same logic explains why more effective 
policies for addressing systemic risk are not employed in place of liability 
insurance. The politics of liability insurance also should not be construed 
narrowly to encompass only the vested interests of bankers. Indeed, in many 
countries, it has been installed as a pass-through subsidy targeted to 
particular classes of bank borrowers.  

P21-22 – History: DI was US only till 60s, uncommon till 80s 
Became recommended to prevent crisis, walk back implicit blanket guarantee. Became 
a EU requirement 
 
Quotes: As Calomiris and Haber (2014, Chapters 7-8) show, protected U.S. banks 
faced precisely this tradeoff in the 1990s and 2000s. A combination of deposit 
insurance, lenient prudential regulation, the conditioning of merger approvals on 
favorable Community Reinvestment Act outcomes, the ability to unload many of the 
risky mortgages on Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac (who were required by statute to 
purchase them in increasing amounts over time), and Federal Home Loan Bank 
borrowing subsidies targeted to real estate lending all worked together to 
encourage massive amounts of mortgage lending by bank 
 
If this historical approach to dealing with systemic risk was preferable to deposit 
insurance, then why did it end (in most countries) in the middle of the 20th century, 
as deposit insurance replaced it? If deposit insurance adoption were the result of a 
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bona fide search for an optimal mechanism to deal with systemic risk (in the public 
interest), then that would be a puzzling fact indeed. But, as we have shown, deposit 
insurance is better understood as serving the private interests of banks, depositors, 
and favored bank borrowers. That perspective makes it easy to understand why the 
world has experienced inefficient technological regress in the design of bank safety 
nets. 
 
Bank guarantees/preference 
 
http://www.oecd.org/daf/fin/financial-markets/Implicit-bank-debt-guarantees-policy-
responses.pdf 
 
Goodhart here: 
http://scholar.google.co.nz/scholar_url?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.oapen.org%2Fdownl
oad%3Ftype%3Ddocument%26docid%3D626351%23page%3D106&hl=en&sa=T&oi=
gga&ct=gga&cd=23&d=11410530681440723362&ei=VRczW8HXJ4_gygSWoY2ADQ&
scisig=AAGBfm3yv2kPS-Wz2Qpg3WWvy_hcBomKiw&nossl=1&ws=1680x903 
 
Boyle et al (what people say they would do in different scenarios) 
https://nzfc.ac.nz/archives/2015/papers/programme/122.pdf 
 
 
International standard is to recommend DI using IADI principles: 

http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/586861477065128589/16-Current-Development-in-
Deposit-Insurance.pdf 

 

NZ views 

https://www.interest.co.nz/personal-finance/63948/nz-doesnt-have-deposit-insurance-
due-moral-hazard-and-difficulties-defining 

https://www.newsroom.co.nz/2017/10/11/52889/why-deposit-insurance-makes-sense-
for-nz 

https://www.interest.co.nz/news/93689/financial-consultant-geof-mortlock-calls-deposit-
insurance-be-introduced-nz-and-new 

Mortlock/Widdowson (2005 RBNZ workshop) 

https://www.rbnz.govt.nz/-/media/ReserveBank/Files/OIAs/oia-obr/5229390.pdf 

Examines DI vs De Minimis, somewhat favourable towards DI. (Includes the Kaufman 
2004 lines about why not deposit insurance) 

https://croakingcassandra.com/2018/05/01/the-governor-on-banking-and-deposit-
insurance/ 
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https://www.interest.co.nz/personal-finance/79859/rbnzs-toby-fiennes-argues-deposit-
insurance-would-blunt-incentives-banks-and 
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Name Date Finding 
The spread of deposit 
insurance and the global 
rise in bank asset risk 
since the 1970s Aug-18 Increases  
Deposit insurance and 
risk taking 2012 Mixed 
Deposit insurance 
database Feb-14 Raises concerns about implicit coverage and moral hazard 

IMF Working paper: Bank 
resolution costs, 
depositor preference, 
and asset encumbrance 2013 

Mixed. Depositor preference may reduce the costs of negotiating conflicts 
in resolution (less creditors negotiating over the proceeds once depositors 
paid out). Notes strange statistics on encumberance and collateralised 
funding are not more readily availahble. A common argument against 
preference is that it will be undone by other creditors obtaining collateral, 
or result in an increase in the cost of non-secured financing that will 
undermine stability. Hardy doesn't find much evidence of this from the US 
FDIC experience.  

Financial turbluence: 
Some lessons regarding 
deposit insurance Jun-05 Increases, as with all insurance.  

How does deposit 
insurance affect bank 
risk? Evidence from the 
recent crisis 2014 

The sample included 4109 banks in 96 countries.  The measurement was 
conducted on data from 2004 to 2009.  Data from 2004–2006 present the 
period preceding the crisis, and the data from 2007–2009 present the crisis 
period.  In order to find the effect of deposit insurance, the researchers 
compared the risk indices in countries with deposit insurance to the indices 
in countries without deposit insurance.  The bank risk was calculated 
according to the Z value, which assessed the volatility of asset yields, while 
the fragility of the system was calculated according to an index of expected 
losses of a company as a result of price declines in the markets 

Vickers report 
(Indepdnent Commission 
on banking)  2013 

Increase in funding costs from depositor preference would actually be quite 
small, appropriate compensation for risk rather than a cost. (Previously in 
consultations on strengthening the depositor protection framework had been 
worried about impact of depositor preference on bank costs). As it has 
become more commonplace there shouldn't be much concern. Also it 
clarifies, makes it clear and predictable what will happen. Removes 
uncertainty and risk of 'defacto' preference being put in place... i.e. an ex 
ante one. We've seen the fact that they reckon they'll be subordinated and 
exposed to losses already reflected in APS222.   

Monitoring matters: debt 
seniority, market 
discipline and bank 
conduct (Danisewicz) 2015 

introduction of depositor preference in US increasing monitoring by non-
deposit creditors.  

Osterberg 1996 
Bank funding costs increase from deposit preference, but difficult to 
disentangle from other effects  

Funding Deposit 
Insurance: Designing 
Options and Practical 
Choices (Frolov) 2003 

Deposit insurance is the only policy that reliably prevents runs; cost of 
wholesale runs can be mitigated by resolving banks promptly (before losses 
accumulate).  

Building an incentive-
compatible safety net 
(Calomiris) 1999 

Deposit insurance can be destabilising if poorly designed or environment 
doesn't support an effective scheme (FSF 2001).  He emphasises market 
discipline (requirements for debt that is junior to insured deposits) as the 
most effective way of limiting the moral hazard consquences of insurance. 
Calomiris accepts that it does not appear credible for the Government to 
commit “not to intervene to support troubled banks”, and suggests it may 
be better to have a pre-designed safety net rather than hastily erected 
crisis support.  Calomiris also considers the credibility of a regime relying 
on loss-absorbing debt junior to depositors and design details that could 
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make it more credible. The risks he cited (noting this article is 20 years old) 
: subordinated debt may be difficult to issue (no longer - they are all issuing 
subordinated debt, although capital requirements are actually making 
banks less incentivised to issue debt). 

Deposit insurance: 
theories and facts 
(Calomiris and Jaremski) 2016 

Insurance can be used to grow financial sector beyond what was possible; 
looks at jurisdictions with weak legal environments.  

Fragile by design 
(Calomiris and Haber) 2014 

Insurance can be used to grow financial sector beyond what was possible. 
Politicians may prefer to see the financial sector much larger than this 
‘market equilibrium’ and lending to preferred sectors: levels of trust are 
not high enough for this to be achieved in a free market, but with a deposit 
guarantee it is achievable. The authors suggest this is why attempts to 
bolster deposit insurance with design features that support market 
discipline have been inadequate to date: internationally, the “political 
bargain” that leads to deposit insurance has sometimes been designed to 
create a larger financial sector rather than a safer one. 

Deposit insurance 
around the world - 
where does it work? 
Kane and Demirguc-
Kunt  2002 

There is empirical evidence that deposit insurance can increase 
crisis risks, particularly when it is introduced in an institutionally weak 
environment. Contracting/supervisory deficiencies should be 
remedied before deposit insurance is introduced. funding DI payouts 
by ex-post levies on surviving institutions would encourage banks to 
discipline each other prior to any crisis [discipline from uninsured 
creditors; but would they apply more than they do? i.e. would they 
monitor more than they are exposed to? And what would they do 
anyway - i.e. what can they actually do to 'discipline' the bank beyond 
withdrawing their own funding for it? Using cross-country data over a 
period 1980-1997, find that deposit insurance has a negative impact 
on monitoring incentives for all investors having claims on banks, 
assocaited with increased likelihood of banking crisis.  

Financial structure and 
bank profitability 
(Demirgüç-Kunt and 
Huizinga)  2000 

Cross-country study - market discipline (risk-return relationships in the 
interest rates offered by different banks) decline when deposit insurance is 
introduced, particularly if the scheme is generous. Negative impact on 
mointoring incentives.  

Various  

As well as emphasising market discipline from uninsured creditors, in 
various papers Kane, Calomiris and others have suggested that 
additional discipline can be achieved through private (bank) funding 
of any deposit insurance scheme. A number of empirical papers 
confirm the importance of the regulatory and institutional framework 
in the extent to which deposit insurance affects bank risk-taking and 
bank stability. Quality fo the environment shape impact of deposit 
insurance on bank risk-taking. The weaker the institutional and 
regulatory environment, the stronger is the negative impact of deposit 
insurance on financial stability. 

Systemic banking crises 
database: An update 
(Laeven and Valencia) 2012 database of financial crises and fiscal costs  

Claessens 2011 

More limited guarantees were generally extended during the GFC 
compared to past crises. What sort of depositor protection would be 
optimal in encouraging Government to use bail-in regimes during a 
crisis by not issuing blanket guarantees. 

Davis  2015 14 of the G20 had depositor preference, vs 5 of the G20 in 2011 (Turner).  
Moral hazard   

Bank regulation, 
reputation and rents: 
theory and policy 1993 

Moral hazard - risk-insensitive and compelte deposit insurance 
worsens banks' incentives to behave prudently and limits market 
discipline as depositors no longer have an incentive to monitor their 
banks
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implications (Boot and 
Greenbaum) 

Ioannidou and Penas 2010 
Introduction of deposit insurance in Bolivia meant banks were more likely 
to initiate risky loans 

Chesini - does deposit 
insurance increase moral 
hazard in banks? 2015 

Introduction of deposit insurance in Australia reduced bank sector 
risk and moral hazard.  

Is fairly priced deposit 
insurance possible? Chan 
et al 1992 

Deposit insurance pricing shceme linked to banks' observable reported 
capital induces banks to reveal their true risk and behave prudently. But 
not implementable in perfectly competitive banking system.  

Bank runs: deposit 
insurance and capital 
requirements (Cooper 
and Ross) 2002 

Correct incentive distortions by complementing it with a proper 
regulatory framework (i.e. have sufficient loss absorbtion sitting 
below insured depositors so that the insurance is never actually 
used. Risk monitoring requirements are perfectly transferred to other 
funding sources. Capital regulation, raising capital requirements, 
restores banks' prudent behaviour. 'Give that shareholders have to 
use their capital to repay depositors in case their bank fails, they 
don't have an incentive to famble with depositors' funds. But if 
shareholders think they are gonna get ENTIRELY wiped out, then 
there is no additional discipline applied. If the deposit insurance 
needs to be tapped, then shareholders have been wiped out anyway. 
Basically need to have enough loss absorbtion sitting BELOW 
depositors so that you will never have to use the scheme. So the 
moral hazard can be addressed by making sure deposit insurance is 
never actually needed to be used. 

Bailouts and financial 
fragility (Keister) 2010 

Another way to ameliorate incentive problem is taxing banks' liabilities. 
Distorted incentives to invest excessively in long-term assets can be 
corrected thorugh a Pigouvian tax on banks' short-term liabiltiies.  

How country and safety 
net characteristics affect 
bank risk-shifting 
(Hovakimian)  2003 

Risk-sensitive premia, coverage limits, mitigate negative effects of 
deposit insurance. Weak institutional and political environment 
exacerbates risk taking problem of deposit insurance.  

Costs of providing it   
Bank runs and 
institutions: the perils of 
intervention (Ennis and 
Keister) 2009/10 

Time inconsistency: only ex post optimal policies can prevent bank 
runs; and no insurance can't be ex post optimal or credible 

Deposit insurance 
without commitment: 
Wall st versus Main st' 
Cooper and Kempf 2011 

Tradeoff between insurance gains and redistribution issues. As deposit 
insurance entails a cost in terms of redistirbution of resources from poor to 
rich households, it may not be ex post optimal, and not fully credible.  

Allen et al 2013 

Crucial how scheme is financed and what its actual costs are. 
Previous literature has focused on distortions of insurance on 
incentives and excessive risk-taking (moral hazard) and 
effectiveness of limited comitment in preventing runs; but recent 
crisis has highlighted new issues in relation to insurance and 
government guarantees. In contrast to limited commitment, crisis 
showed governments may end up doing more than they promised to 
avoid crisis. and when linked to a real deterioration in economic 
conditions, introducing widespread guarantees can be costly and 
threaten the solvency of the countries providing them.    

Ireland's sovereign debt 
crisis (Whelan) 2011 

Concerns of international financial markets about the sovereign solvency 
undermined the credibility and effectiveness of guarantees. (I.e. wholesale 
market issues undermined credibiltiy of retail guarantee).  
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EC (proposal for deposit 
guarantee scheme 
directive) 2010 

Experience from the crisis - lessons learned for maintaining stability 
of the financial system - have spurred numerous initiatives to reform 
schemes at a national and international level. Main principle is that 
deposit insurance has to be clearly defined ex ante in terms of 
coverage and scope. 

Allen et al 2013 

Clearly defined ex ante coverage to guarantee consumer protection and 
limit ex post overintervention by governments, a problem that emerged 
clearly during the crisis. Over-intervention (partiuclarly a risk without 
clearly defined schemes) exacerbates moral hazard problems and 
undermines credibility of deposit insurance schemes, leading to greater 
risk of instability. Insurer has to be able to commit to preannounced 
schemes to preserve investors' confidence. And insurer must be able to 
commit not to EXTEND the scheme.  

Deposit insurance, moral 
hazard and market 
monitoring (Gropp and 
Vesala)  2004 

Introduction of explicit deposit insurance in EU led to better market 
discipline and lower risk-taking. 

Design, Structure and 
implementation of an 
optimal deposit insurance 
scheme' Bernet and 
Walter 2009 

Reform of financial supervision and introduction of special resultion 
procedures, particularly for systemically important institutions, is 
important.  

Options for reforming 
deposit protection 
schemes in the EU 
(Gerhardt and Lannoo)  2011 

Insurer should be actively involved in prudential supervision as well 
as resolution procedures as improves credibility of scheme and 
resilience of financial system. This is what was missing before the 
financial crisis in the EU 

Allen et al 2013 

Designing credible ex ante schemes that limit excessive ex post 
government intervention is motivated by need to limit costs that can arise 
from providing insurance. Blanket guarantees entail large fiscal costs.  

Demirguc-Kung and 
Huizinga 2003 

providing a deposit guarantee, especially to large depositors and 
providers of wholesale bank funding, reduces the incentives for these 
agents to exercise market discipline

Kaufman 1997 

Deposit protection criticised - will be undone by 
securitisation/collaterisation; or result in a large increase in the cost of 
non-secured financing that will undermine financial stability.  

Hirschhorn and Zervos 
(Policies to change the 
priority of claimants: the 
case of depositor 
preference laws', journal 
of financial services 
Research) 1990 Deposit protection criticised 
British Bankers' 
Association  Deposit protection criticised 

Marino and Bennett (the 
consequences of national 
depositor preference, 
FDIC Banking Review 
12/2) 1999 

Deposit protection might prompt non-deposit creditors to run too readily if 
they face the prospect of depositors getting preferential treatment in the 
event of resolution (US experience). NATIONAL depositor preference has a 
potentially greater effect on large banks because they have substantial 
amounts of foreign deposits and other unsecured liabilities. This same 
balance sheet structure makes it possible for large shifts in funding to occur 
when a bank is in trouble, subverting the intended purpose of national 
depositor preference. [But TLAC, core funding and liquidity coverage 
requirements can prevent this].  

Hardy 2013 
Introduction of deposit preference has had little impact on bank fundinc 
costs or systemic effects. Difficult to disentangle from other effects.  
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What is 'retail'?  Not currently defined in liquidity policy 

What should be covered? 
Allen et 
al.  

Coverage of deposit insurance scheme has to be credibly specified and 
'internationally harmonised' to guarantee fair consumer protection across 
countries and avoid regulatory arbitrage.  

What should be limit?  

Both overreach and underreach is important. Insurer must be able to 
commit to the preannounced scheme to preserve investors confidence; 
and insurer must be able to commit to not extend the previously 
announced scheme so as to not give rise to moral hazard - including 
officials must have credible tools for letting banks fail; only then is it 
credible for insurer not to extend scheme ex post (i.e. basically 'bail-out' 
everyone). (What they comit to must be credible, in terms of they will 
achieve it, and they wont overreach or underreach).  

What sort of timeframes are we talking about? How long did the EU Deposit directive take to implement?  
Who funds it - EU - Deposit guarantee schemes (DGS) reimburse a limited amount to compensate depositors 
whose bank has failed. A fundamental principle underlying DGS is that they are funded entirely by banks, and that 
no taxpayer funds are used. 
How big should fund be (rule of thumb? Look at how big schemes are?)  
Where should insurer sit   
https://www.eba.europa.eu/regulation-and-policy/recovery-and-resolution/deposit-guarantee-schemes-data  
   

Depositor preference  

Depositor preference was introduced on the back of the Vickers Report but 
also to comply with the BRRD . Vickers did address the issue for building 
socs - Box 4.8 Concerns have been raised that going beyond the Butterfill 
Act and moving deposits in one step from junior to other creditors to 
senior to them might adversely impact on the ability of building societies to 
raise funds other than through insured deposits. However, in its response 
to the Interim Report, Nationwide (the largest building society - said that 
ranking depositors above wholesale funding 'is not considered likely' to 
affect hte basis on which wholesale funds have been made available to it, 
or to the rating agencies grading of this funding. Building societies 
association said that changes to the seniority of creditors should be applied 
simultaneously to all institutions across the market'.   – implementing the 
Butterfill Act was one thing but they also introduced new instruments that 
allow BSocs to raise equity (profit-participating deferred shares (PPDS) – I 
think they have since developed Core Capital Deferred Shares ).  
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